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Monday, June 18. 2007

AFKIM 3.2  with IR keyboard support !

Hi all,

Here is a release of AFKIM (Away From the Keyboard Instant Messenger), the instant messaging application for PSP
written by famous Danzel himself !

My contribution to this projet is MINOR, all credits should remain to Danzel
(don't forget his paypal account on  http://localhost.geek.nz/) !

What's new then ? it now supports IR-keyboard  !

The IR keyboard part has been tested using a Targus Universal IR Wireless keyboard.

afkim-v3.2.zip

 Enjoy,

         Zx.

** UPDATE **
If you prefer a 1.5-FW version : afkim-v3.2-fw15.zip

If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it there :
zx81's forum on dcemu network  or zx81's forum on qj.net

 Posted by zx-81 in Messenger at 21:02

OMG!?!?!?! you are working fast. Great work 
    cosito on Jun 18 2007, 21:52

so this is working with out pikey. Nice I was tring to figure out how this canged
    Cosito on Jun 18 2007, 22:05

lol

Be aware, the ir-keyboard works only inside the messenger window (the cursor etc ... doesn't work)

Zx
    zx-81 on Jun 18 2007, 22:08

I've tried the pikey driver, it's good to browse inside the XMB, but i've never succeed to make it work with any homebrew  

Zx
    zx-81 on Jun 18 2007, 22:11

hey could you map square and triangle for the pikey. (for targus) I would be very greatful and also for your info my buttoms are
messed up. your apps brought me back becuase it has them mapped.
thank you
    Cosito on Jun 18 2007, 22:36

hey it took qj and crew like 4 hours lol
    cosito on Jun 19 2007, 07:05

why new version is exactly 3.2? not 3.1?
is source code available?
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    apels1n on Jun 19 2007, 17:53

3.2 ? because 3.1 already exists (have a look to the danzel web site).

The source code is available in the zip file,

Zx
    zx-81 on Jun 19 2007, 20:48

Hey,
I am going to post a vid showing what your apps can do on youtube and with some help of other app can I post the link you will be
amazed of what they can do with a little changing around. I'll post the link in like an hour.
    cosito on Jun 19 2007, 22:26

Hi cosito,

I just can't wait to watch you video  ... BTW This is not my app but danzel's one .

Cheers,      Zx
    zx-81 on Jun 19 2007, 23:13

how our we supposed to hit "@" when entering our msn address?
    skylos on Jul  9 2007, 18:32

Using the virtual keyboard  ... You can press R-Trigger and L-Trigger to toggle between several key panels.

Zx
    zx-81 on Jul  9 2007, 22:25
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